
Free Ride 
 
Excellent for risers and limited space.  Drop the feet work or step-touch, if needed.  Total fun 
moves and visual excitement. 
 
Measure 1-4  All bend forward, heads down for 8 beats then heads look up on  
   next 8 beats. 
Measure 5-8  Three point turn, start with one group and go right, add another  
   group going left, add another group going right and a final group,  
   going left.  Clap on the bass note patterns. 
Measure 9  Push jazz hands forward and rising upward 4x with step/touch. 
Measure 10  Flip hands, palms now in, and bring down with step/touch. 
Measure 11  Jazz at side of head and “slice” 2x each side with step/touch. 
Measure 12  Right point up, Left point down (beat 1). 
   Left point up, Right point down (beat 2). 
   Cross hands with right pointing left, left pointing right (beat 3). 
   Uncross and right point right, left point left (beat 4). 
   No step/touch. 
Measure 13  Thumbs to self, lean forward with a pulse then back with a pulse.  
   No step/touch. 
Measure 14  Hands, palms up, present right, cross in front and then open and  
   present left back to crossed in front.  Each move on a beat. 
Measure 15  Right index circle low and across to left and up, pointing high by  
   beat 2.  Beat 3, bring left point up.  Beat 4, “clap” or bring hands  
   together as a high “prayer” hands. 
Measure 16  Bring prayer hands down rhythmically, right, left, right, left. 
Measure 17  Arms at side with fists, move shoulders up and down (alternating)  
   right left right hold (moving right), left right left hold (moving  
   left). With step/touch. 
Measure 18  Snap high, right and left on beats 2 and 4 with step/touch. 
 
Measure 19  Roll forward then roll back with a step/touch modified to go   

  forward and back, too. 
Measure 20  With step/touch, shake right jazz hand down right side and then do  
   same with left. 
Measure 21  Same as Measure 17. 
Measure 22  Hands to chest on beat 1 (free), hands high (open stance) on beat 2  
   (ride) and hold. 
Measure 23  Pulse the hands above head starting with right (1 and 2 and 3 and 4  
   and). 
Measure 24-27  Same as introduction. 
THE NEXT SECTION:  First measure in two-measure patter is a step-touch then the next 
measure is a ‘walking’ move of right, left, right, left in place.  Very lightly. 
Measure 28  Right hand in to chest then up, Left hand in to chest then up. 
Measure 29  Shake jazz hands down, moving right, left, right, left. 
Measure 30  Right “lasso” for 2 beats, left “lasso” for 2 beats. 
Measure 31  Pulse flat hands low 4x.  Look forward, bending low. 
Measure 32  Hands on hips, dip to right then dip to left. 



Measure 33  “Build” using fists. Right on left, left on right, right on left, left on  
   right. 
Measure 34  Both indexes point to head and dip again to right then to left. 
Measure 35  Hands to chest and pulse there 4x 
Measure 36-42  Same as before. 
Measure 43-45  Same as introduction but only 3 groups. 
Measure 46  Push jazz hands high right, left, right, left. 
Measure 47-62  This is a 4 measure pattern.  Each section does this pattern when  
   they begin singing, joining the previous section.  A movement  
   stack that goes with the vocal stack. 
   1.Step/touch twice to right, snap both hands high on the step and  
   bring down on the touch. 
   2.Do same to left. 
   3.Do same to right again, only one step/touch and only snapping  
   with right hand. 
   4.Same to left. 
   5. Swing hips and hands with snaps on 2 and 4, right, left, right,  
   left. 
Measure 63   On the “and” of 4 in Measure 62, hands reach forward with palms  
   up (on the word “come”). 
Measure 64  Lift hands forward and up. 
Measure 65-75  Same as before. 
Measure 76  Hands into chest on beat 1 (free) and out forward to audience on  
   beat 2 (ride). 
Measure 77  Lift both hands forward and up. 
Measure 78  Right index points forward and allow legs to make a stance   
   (slightly open) on beat 1 and hold.  You can also have the choir  
   move quickly to a final formation and pose for Measure 79. 
Measure 79  Hands in to chest (free) and jazz hands high on beat 2 (ride) or  
   have jazz hands going all directions creating a final pose or picture. 
 
 
 
 


